Reading sheet 1
ECO Polity, pgs 1-10 and Lead Like Jesus, chs 1-11

Bring to the group on November 5

Answer the following questions as you are reading through the assigned pages of ECO polity.
Who is the head of the church? Provide the location by chapter and section numbers (x.xxxx)
For what three main purposes (ends) does a congregation exist?
There are three marks of the church in the Reformed tradition. List them.
Match the column on the left with the type of accountability relationship (right).
Congregation
MAG (Mission Affinity Group)
Covenant Partner
Session
Session
Presbytery
Infant baptism is/is not allowed by the ECO (Circle the correct answer)
There is/is not a difference between a baptized member and a covenant partner.
Covenant partners express their faithfulness to
congregation?

by participating in what three areas of a

Covenant partners express their faithfulness in
through dedication of time and
the congregation’s
and ministry. Faithfulness also involves the stewardship of
. For those invited to take significant leadership roles, these shall be spiritually
mature and agree with the
of the ECO.
Session
strive to create an effective
discernment process, and equip covenant partners to be

, ministry
Christians.

How many business items must be conducted via a congregational meeting:
Session is comprised of a congregation’s

and

.
.

Session shall meet at least
. A pastor, two or more
, or the
can call a meeting of Session. This is a “Called” session meeting. Minutes
available to any covenant partner of the congregation.
The ECO recognizes four broad categories of leadership. List them:
Elders and pastors oversee what?
Deacons lead two types of ministries in addition to preaching and teaching.
Pastors especially rely on what two spiritual gifts?

for

be
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Answer the following questions for the assigned reading from Lead Like Jesus
Leadership is a process of
person.

the thinking, behavior, or development of another

What are the two types of leadership Blanchard mentions?
The most important thing about leadership is what happens when the leader is/is not there.
Servant leadership is a living statement of
how we
one another and demonstrate
the whole world.

. It is evident in

Servant leadership has an audience of how many and who?
What are two ways that Jesus’ leadership approach can be effective for our own practice of leadership?
What two questions must servant leaders ask of themselves?
When it comes to leading others what will effective leaders realize?
What is the most persistent barrier to leading like Jesus?
Which of the three warnings signs that we are edging God out seems most important for you?

to

